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M-Z. Petropoulou, Animal sacrifice in ancient Greek religion, Judaism, and Christianity, 100 BC to AD 200 (Oxford
Classical monographs), Oxford 2008. xii + 336 p. ISBN 9780-19-921854-7.
The study of animal sacrifice in antiquity has to a great extent
focused on the practices of the Archaic and Classical periods
in Greece, though scholars have often made use of later sources to flesh out the picture. Maria-Zoe Petropoulou’s study attempts to offer a new perspective, focussing on the late Hellenistic and early Roman periods, and looking at how sacrifice functioned and was perceived among the Greeks, Jews
and Christians. The main issue concerns the lack of animal
sacrifice within the Christian religion, in relation to the fact
that Christianity arose in an environment where animal sacrifice was practiced. The study begins with a time when
Greek and Jewish animal sacrifice were still practiced, that
is, 100 BC, but when Christianity had still not appeared.
Chapter 1 consists of an outline of the major scholarly theories on sacrifice, divided into anthropological theories and historical approaches: Tylor, Robertson Smith, Frazer, Hubert and
Mauss and Evans-Pritchard for sacrifice in general, Meuli,
Burkert, Girard, the “Vernant school” and ThesCRA for Greek
sacrifice, and Douglas, Schmidt and Klawans for Jewish sacrifice. Stengel and Nilsson are not included in the Greek sacrifice section, but accounted for under the heading “historical approaches”. It is a bit surprising that the “Vernant school” is criticized for focussing on one ritual alone, the Bouphonia (p. 14),
when Vernant’s work takes as its starting point the Prometheus
myth as accounted by Hesiod, while Detienne argues from the
Orphic theogony and the death of the young Dionysos.1 Unfortunately, this overview leaves the reader with a superficial and
somewhat condescending account of the various theories and
approaches. Petropoulou’s own “theoretical approach” (pp.
26–31) consists of viewing animal sacrifice within a vertical
and a horizontal line, respectively, the former representing the
relation between the offerer and the recipient, while the latter
represents the link between the offerer and objective reality.2
Of principal interest is the horizontal line, explored from a
structuralist approach, though the main method is said to be a
traditional hermeneutic one (p. 31).
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Chapter 2 deals with Greek animal sacrifice from 100 BC
to AD 200 and offers, on the one hand, an overview of animal
sacrifice in this period and, on the other, a ritual backdrop for
the understanding of the Christian position regarding animal
sacrifice. Rituals included under the heading of animal sacrifice are thysiai followed by a meal, military contexts, propitiation, purification and oaths. Acts involving other kinds
of material are not considered: for example, libations and
vegetable offerings are left aside. Petropoulou briefly touches
upon the Olympian-Chthonian model, subscribing to the
standard definition found in the handbooks, though without
regard to the recent critique concerning its validity.3 She
starts by refuting Nilsson’s argument, particularly as expressed in an article from 1945, that Greek animal sacrifice
declined in the Hellenistic period, somewhat exaggerating
both his argument for a decline and its impact on later

1

See J.-P. Vernant, ‘At man’s table: Hesiod’s foundation myth of
sacriﬁce’, and M. Detienne, ‘Culinary practices and the spirit of
sacriﬁce’, in The cuisine of sacriﬁce among the Greeks, eds. M.
Detienne & J.-P. Vernant, Chicago & London 1989.
2 She here applies the approach used by Robert Daly in his work on
the notion of sacriﬁce within Christianity: see ‘The power of sacriﬁce in ancient Judaism and Christianity’, Journal of ritual studies 4,
1990, 181–198.
3 See R. Schlesier, ‘Olympian versus chthonian religion’, Scripta
classica israelica 11, 1991–1992, 38–51; F.T. van Straten, Hierà
kalá. Images of animal sacriﬁce in Archaic and Classical Greece
(Religions in the Graeco-Roman world, 127), Leiden 1995, 165–
167; A. Verbanck-Piérard, ‘Les héros guérisseurs: des dieux comme
les autres!’, in Héros et héroïnes dans les mythes et les cultes grecs.
Actes du Colloque organisé à l’Université de Valladolid du 26 au
29 mai 1999 (Kernos, suppl. 10), eds. V. Pirenne-Delforge & E.
Suárez de la Torre, Liège 2000, 283–284; G. Ekroth, The sacriﬁcial
rituals of Greek hero-cults in the Archaic to the early Hellenistic
periods (Kernos, suppl. 12), Liège 2002, 310–330. Petropoulou
unfortunately misrepresents my interpretation of the meaning of
enagizein (35, n. 11; 69), a term which all instances seem to refer to
as a ritual not followed by a meal, in contrast to a thysia (see Ekroth
2002, 127–128).
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scholarship.4 Nilsson’s article was very brief and his main
concern was to draw attention to similarities between pagan
and Christian divine services as to the use of lamps, incense
and hymns, rather than to argue for the regression of animal
sacrifice. She also criticizes Nilsson for treating the Hellenistic and Roman periods as one period, but makes no attempt
herself to distinguish chronological variations in the Greek
evidence, probably for the same reason as Nilsson, namely,
that the evidence is too dispersed and scanty.
The Greek evidence used is primarily second century AD
texts, such as Plutarch and Pausanias, as well as inscriptions
from various times dealing directly with animal sacrifice, the
main sources being given in Greek as well as English translation in two appendices.5 The material is said to have been
chosen for being explicit rather than complete (p. 49). From
this evidence it is argued that animal sacrifice was a vital factor of Greek religious life in late Hellenistic and early Imperial times, and did not cease to be practiced until after the second century AD, contrary to what is often claimed by scholars. Furthermore, the sacrificial rituals of this period were
characterized by continuity with previous periods, with few
detectable changes in cult practice.
Chapter 3 consists of a brief outline of the fundamental differences between Greek and Jewish sacrificial worship,
stressing the fact that Jewish cult was confined to the Temple
in Jerusalem, that the public sacrifices consisted of holocausts
and that there is no explicit evidence for banquets connected
to religious occasions. Further, the sources for Jewish animal
sacrifice are essentially different from the Greek evidence, as
there are no representations or inscriptions to complement the
Bible, Josephus, Philo and the Mishnah. The chapter closes
with a review of the Temple at Jerusalem.
In Chapter 4, Petropoulou addresses the issue of Jewish animal sacrifice in the period 100 BC–AD 200. The chapter is
divided into two sections, the first being an historical representation of Jewish sacrificial institutions, the importance of
the Temple in Jerusalem, its relation to Rome, and the view
of the Temple and sacrifices after its destruction in AD 70.
The second part focusses on the structure of the Jewish sacrificial system, which gives very little evidence of development over time. The main points treated are the high priest
and priesthood in general, dietary laws, and the sacrificial
regulations. The primary sources explored for both sections
are Josephus, Philo and the Mishnah.
Petropoulou argues that Jewish sacrifice was important in
the Second Temple period up to the destruction of the Temple
in AD 70, and that animal sacrifice was also a significant issue
among Diaspora Judaism. She concludes that if there had
been a Greek text of similar character to the Mishnah, we
would have been able to follow the discussion among the
Greeks on the ritual details surrounding sacrifice in a similar
manner. The lack of such a text, however, is in itself interesting, as it brings out yet another difference between Greeks
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and Jews which could have been explored further, namely the
need for the latter to discuss and explain the sacrificial regulations set down in the Old Testament. Petropoulou finds that
a common point between the Greek and the Jewish evidence
is the insistence on the detailed description of ritual details,
while the variety of local Greek cult practices, as compared
to the concentration of Jewish ritual to the Temple in Jerusalem, constitutes a major difference. This distinction is by all
means important, but also the polytheism of the Greeks and
their use of animal sacrifice as means for divination are aspects that could have been taken into consideration here.
The very short Chapter 5 discusses the background of the
earliest Christians, who may have been Greek pagans, Gentiles sympathizing with the Jews, and Jews in Jerusalem and
the Diaspora. The Christians’ relation to animal sacrifice in
the period up to AD 200, based primarily on the New Testament and the Church Fathers, is explored in Chapter 6. A
gradual detachment from animal sacrifice can be detected
among the early Christians, although there is no clear evidence for Jesus rejecting the sacrifices in the Temple, and
Jewish Christians seems to have been still attached to the
Temple while it existed. There is some evidence for a direct
rejection of animal sacrifice already in the first century BC,
and in specific, pagan animal sacrifice, but participation in
pagan celebrations and eating idol-meat seem to have been
the more important issues to address. A significant feature of
Christianity is the development of a Christian metaphorical,
sacrificial language for Christian cult itself, leading the believers to see an entirely different sacrificial reality, though
its relation to the abandonment of animal sacrifice is unclear.
In the second century, Christian apologists explicitly condemned pagan animal sacrifice, and Jewish sacrifice to a lesser degree, and rejected the making of offerings to their own
God by emphasizing His different character as a divinity in
need of nothing. Texts concerning martyrs also make clear
that sacrifice was never an option among the Christians.
Chapter 7, Conclusion, sets out to analyse whether the
meeting of the three religions resulted in any ritual changes,
although it mainly outlines the horizontal and vertical lines
4

M.P. Nilsson, ‘Pagan divine service in late antiquity’, HThR 38,
1945, 63–69. For the complexity of Greek animal sacriﬁce in
Roman times and its relation to Christianity, see also S.K. Stowers,
‘Greeks who sacriﬁce and those who do not: toward an anthropology of Greek religion’, in The social world of the ﬁrst Christians.
Essays in honour of Wayne A. Meeks, eds. L.M. White & O.L. Yarbrougheds, Minneapolis 1995, 293–333, and S. Bradbury, ‘Julian’s
pagan revival and the decline of blood sacriﬁce’, Phoenix 49, 1995,
331–356.
5 In her discussion of sacred laws, a reference to R. Parker, ‘What
are sacred laws?’, in The law and the law courts in ancient Greece,
eds. E.M. Harris & L. Rubinstein, London 2004, 57–70, would
have been useful. For the sacred law from Andania (pp. 65–67), add
the study by N. Deshours, Les mystères d’Andania. Étude d’épigraphie et d’histoire religieuse (Scripta antiqua, 16), Bordeaux 2006.
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within each of the three religions under study. The chapter
ends with an Epilogue addressing the issue of why Christians
chose not to offer animal sacrifice (though Petropoulou has
previously stated that the question is invalid, pp. vi and 282).
The author here suggests that something in the vertical line,
i.e., the worshippers’ relation to the divine, must have led
them to abandon this practice, and she proposes that the
“powerful experience” of the person and the presence of Jesus led the believers to a new understanding of God, resulting
in an inner change that affected the cultic reality and ended
in an rejection of animal sacrifice. The fall of the Second
Temple in AD 70 may also have contributed to this development, and may explain why a distancing from animal sacrifice became prominent in the second century AD. However,
the Christian view of “sacrifice”, as both a pagan ritual to be
despised and a metaphorical element within Christianity,
took some time to develop and become established, though
the Christians gradually appropriated the sacrificial vocabulary of the pagan cults.
The topic chosen for this study is of great interest for anyone working on animal sacrifice in antiquity, but the structure
of the book, as well as its handling of the evidence, are sometimes problematic. The book clearly reveals its origins as a
doctoral dissertation in its zealous need to present background information in a manner which is hardly suitable for
a scholarly monograph. The author outlines at length what
she will not cover and why, but often fails to explain the reasons why she actually focusses on what she does. There is no
proper presentation of the aim of the study, only a suggestion
of it in the Preface (p. v).
There are also a number of unnecessarily harsh and dismissive judgements of other scholars’ work.6 For some reason the text has not undergone the necessary re-working before publication, which is surprising considering that it is
published by the prestigious Oxford University Press.
Petropoulou’s treatment of the evidence and grasp of relevant scholarship is at times a bit inadequate, particularly in
dealing with the Greek evidence. She is a strong advocate for
Greek cult practice not having undergone any substantial
changes from the Classical to the early Roman period, her
main argument being her understanding of Plutarch and Pausanias as not indicating any alterations. One of the main texts
used here is Plutarch’s description of the sacrifice to commemorate the war dead at Plataiai (Vit. Arist. 21). This particular cult seems, however, to have been modified and revised throughout the centuries and it is therefore doubtful
whether it supports the notion of the rituals having been kept
unchanged from the fifth century BC down to the second century AD.7
Pausanias’ text features prominently in her discussion and
Petropoulou states that scholars have failed to use him as a
source for the religious activity of his own period, a claim
based on her not being familiar with current work on this au-
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thor.8 Her stand on p. 33, that she will “… leave behind the
scholarly view of Pausanias as a nostalgic antiquarian, and
instead follow his text as a guide to genuine expressions of
religious vitality, in his own time”, is far from new, rather being fully in accordance with the dominating trend within recent scholarship.9 She has also an idiosyncratic way of referring to Pausanias’ text, using the geographical scope of each
book instead of its number (for example, Elis I, XXIV.9 instead of V.XXIV.9 or 5.24.9).
Finally, if one is to deal with the details of Greek sacrificial
ritual, attention to the terminology is important. Petropoulou
states that the great inscription from Oinoanda refers to at least
27 bull sacrifices, but the Greek text does not have the term tauros, only the neutral bous, which may rather be translated as ox
or cow, or the more generic “cattle”.10 Her use of the phrase
hiera thyein in connection with a ritual honouring the dead (p.
30, Fig. C) is surprising as well, and one would have liked to
know if any Archaic or Classical source has this combination.
On pp. 40–42, Petropoulou quotes Lucian’s account of an animal sacrifice (On sacrifices 12–13) as a typical description of
Greek animal sacrifice in the period 100 BC–AD 200, and
maintains that it does not diverge from the Homeric sacrificial
6 For example, 24, n. 77: “… the reader would expect the writers to
keep their distance from the Nilssonian clichés …”; 39, n. 27: “…
this article is a bad example of the French school of thought.”
7 See R. Étienne & M. Piérart, ‘Un décret du Koinon des Hellènes à
Platées en l’honneur de Glaucon, ﬁls d’Étéoclès, d’Athènes’, BCH
99, 1975, 66–67 and 74–75; A. Schachter, Cults of Boiotia vol. 3.
Potnia to Zeus. Cults of deities unspeciﬁed by name (BICS, suppl.
38:3), London 1994, 129–132 and 137–138. For Pausanias’
description of Greek cults as evidence of ritual changes or inventions in the Roman period, see also V. Pirenne-Delforge, ‘Ritual
dynamics in Pausanias: The Laphria’, in Ritual and communication
in the Graeco-Roman world (Kernos, suppl. 16), ed. E. Stavrianopoulou, Liège 2006, 111–129.
8 Petropoulou’s claim (p. 43, n. 33) that only Arafat has stressed
Pausanias’ value as a source for his contemporary Greece, is not
correct: see G. Ekroth, ‘Pausanias and the sacriﬁcial rituals of
Greek hero-cults’, in Ancient Greek hero cult. Proceedings of the
Fifth International Seminar on ancient Greek cult, organized by the
Department of Classical Archaeology and Ancient History, Göteborg University, 21–23 April 1995 (ActaAth-8°, 16), ed. R. Hägg,
Stockholm 1999, 145–158, as well as the literature referred to in n.
9, below.
9 See, for example, Éditer, traduire, commenter Pausanias en l’an
2000, Actes du Colloque de Neuchâtel et de Fribourg (18–22 septembre 1998) (Recueil des travaux publiés par la Faculté des Lettres
et Sciences humaines, 49), eds. D. Knoepﬂer & M. Piérart, Genève
2001, and in particular the contributions by V. Pirenne-Delforge,
‘Les rites sacriﬁciels dans la Périégèse de Pausanias’, and Y.
Lafond, ‘Lire Pausanias à l’époque des Antonins. Réﬂexions sur la
place de la Périégèse dans l’histoire culturelle, religieuse et sociale
de la Grèce romaine’. See now also V. Pirenne-Delforge, Retour à
la source. Pausanias et la religion grecque (Kernos, suppl. 20),
Liège 2008.
10 Similarly Petropoulou speaks of bulls often being mentioned in
the contexts of civic sacriﬁcial feasts (p. 79, n. 118), though the
documents referred to all, with one exception, use the term bous.
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descriptions. This statement is difficult to accept, as the ritual
outlined by Lucian ends with the burning of the victims on the
altar, skins as well as meat, i.e., a holocaust, a ritual which was
uncommon within Greek religion at large and is never mentioned in Homer.
There are also some generalizing statements that reveal a
lack of awareness of the complexity of Greek sacrificial ritual: for example, on p. 30: “For instance, if a group of worshippers believe that their recipient has human needs, this will
result in a succession of sacrificial acts involving the offering
of a portion of meat to the particular god.” If applied to Greek
religion, this would imply that offerings of food to the gods
were performed since the Greeks perceived their divinities as
having human needs. Though a notion of hungry gods is
found in some comedies, animal sacrifice was never seen by
the Greeks as a way of feeding the gods. Considering the intricate use of theoxenia and trapezomata rituals within the
larger context of thysia sacrifice, such simplified interpretations do not shed light on the use of meat offerings within
Greek cult.
To conclude, Petropoulou’s book clearly illustrates the
methodological difficulties involved in comparing three religious systems as distinct as ancient Greek religion, Judaism
and Christianity. Even among the Greeks and the Jews, who
both practiced animal sacrifice, the aims of this ritual were
fundamentally different, as the animal victim did not play the
major role within Jewish ritual that it did for the Greeks. Further complications in this comparative approach are the nature of the extant sources and the difficulties in using, for example, a Greek sacred law, the legal opinions of the Rabbis
collected in the Mishnah and the sayings of Paul, to address
one and the same issue. One may ponder on the extent if any
that Pausanias’ description of animal sacrifices in obscure, local Greek cults will help us understand why the Christians
found animal sacrifice incompatible with the worship of their
God.
Gunnel Ekroth
Department of Classical archaeology and ancient history
Stockholm University
SE-10691 Stockholm
E-mail: gunnel.ekroth@antiken.su.se

S.I. Johnston, Ancient Greek Divination (Blackwell Ancient
Religions), Chichester: Wiley-Blackwell 2008. 193 p. ISBN:
978-1-4051-1573-5.
Sarah Iles Johnston’s book treats the seminal topic of Greek
divination. Most aspects of the matter are introduced in five
substantial chapters. The study is broadly divided into two
blocks: institutional oracles, i.e., the major oracular sites of
antiquity (Chapters 2 and 3), and independent diviners, i.e.,
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the status and role(s) of the mantis and related divinatory
practitioners in Greek society (Chapters 4 and 5).
Chapter 1 is as expected an introduction to the book at
hand. Pointing to the popularity of contemporary divination
(horoscopes, tarot reading etc.), Johnston shows the pervasiveness of such practice. This is readily understandable in
the light of her definition of the purpose of divination: “… to
gain knowledge of what humans would otherwise not know”
(p. 3). The chapter then proceeds with an easy to follow presentation of the ancient discussions of divination. In contrast
to other pivotal religious acts, e.g., sacrifice and prayer, the
ancient Greeks (and Romans) apparently spilt a lot of ink on
divination: whether it worked and why. Johnston suggests
that the reason behind this preoccupation was the understanding that divination was an immediate dialogue with the divine, where you were almost certain to get a rapid answer. In
this way the existence of the gods and their constant attention
to men were proved. This communication between gods and
humans is stressed throughout the book: divination as an experience of the divine is a recurring theme.
The presentation of ancient discussions furthermore introduces the (ancient) concepts of artificial versus natural divinatory methods, that is, divination depending on human competence (reading of signs through birds, fire, entrails, etc.),
versus divination through the close presence of a deity (oracles
through the mouth of the enthusiastic Pythia, or dreams). The
section also gives a good introduction to the Stoics’ explanation for how divination worked: artificial divination through
sympathia, a force permeating the world and connecting everything within it, and natural divination through each soul’s
inherent capacity for oracles. This is followed by a brief history of scholarship of ancient divination. Its few pages give a
succinct account of the field as well as a closer look at scholarship that treated divination in relationship to magic.
After a note on the importance of location for the prestige
and functioning of an oracular site, Chapter 2 gives a good
overview of the oracles of Delphi and Dodona. The account
of Delphi is interesting and up-to-date: it includes a discussion of the relatively recent suggestion that hallucinatory
ethylene rose from fissures under the temple to intoxicate the
Pythia, and addresses Delphic oracles other than the priestess,
e.g., lot divination providing simple yes-or-no answers. The
presentation of Dodona is especially welcome, as introductions to divination tend to focus on Delphi alone. Equally salutary is Chapter 3, which presents the oracles of Claros and
Didyma, followed by sections on incubation oracles, Trophonios’ cave and necromancy, and finally an overview on methods such as divination by mirrors, water, dice, etc. The chapter will be of value to students new to the topic of divination,
before consulting specialized studies. Johnston’s skepticism
as regards the frequency or even existence of necromantic
oracles–consultations of the dead–should be noted.
Focus then shifts to practitioners of “freelance divination”:
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the manteis. Chapter 4 discusses how one became a mantis and
what set him apart. The relationship between doctors, manteis
and magicians is treated. Whereas their abilities sometimes
overlapped (e.g., when a seer, not a doctor, was called upon to
find relief from a plague), Johnston also points to the differences in ancient ideas surrounding their skills. The author then
returns to the mantis, discussing what he (sometimes she) actually did, and his techniques. Concentration lies on the mantis’ role in war, his search for explanations in the past and finally healing. The last section is the most substantial. It opens
with a discussion on possible chronological developments.
Robert Parker has suggested that the single, professional identity of healer-seer-purifier gradually split into doctors on the
one hand and purifiers with mantic knowledge on the other
(Miasma. Pollution and purification in early Greek religion,
Oxford 1983). Johnston does not refute this development, but
believes that it was never complete. Religious/purification
methods were easily combined with more “scientific” ones:
what mattered was being cured, not how this was achieved. She
continues, however, to point out the prevalence of the mantis
in the constellation mantis-healer-purifier, because not only
could the mantis access various healing techniques, but also
choose the appropriate one through divination. Of importance
here is the diviner’s ability to see not only the future, but also
the past, where the key to the cure was often to be found. To
access this knowledge, the mantis communicated with worlds
other than the human one. Johnson closes with a further note
on the diviner as “… communicator between realms that are
otherwise hard for mortals to bridge” (p. 125).
A straightforward account on various techniques (the reading of entrails, dreams, the heavens, the flight of birds, chance
utterances, etc.) closes Chapter 4. This section furthermore
includes comments on thoughts on the transmission of divine
signs (how they ended up in the entrails of an animal, for example), possibilities of being your own mantis (most people
were acquainted with the reading of signs through the vital
organs of a sacrificial victim or through observing birds or
chance occurrences such as sneezes), as well as an interesting
note on the competition or co-operation between manteis and
institutional oracles.
The final chapter explores connections between divination
and magic. Clearly the author takes a special interest in the
question, but the stated reason for this focus is the information
concerning divination to be found in the so-called Greek
magical papyri. After a brief observation on the normative
value of the term “magic”, and on whether we can separate
two distinct categories of “magic” and “religion”, Johnston
presents this material and discusses major cultural changes
visible in the documents. This leads her again to underline the
encounter between deities and mortals possible through divination: many papyri prepare its readers for face-to-face divine meetings. In the following sections, Johnston discusses
the magician’s take on divinatory methods. She makes a good
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point of the practical side of divination visible in the “magical” texts, and on the magicians’ adaptability: they transformed practices of temples and institutional oracles of a
more public nature to make them suitable for their own situation. Lychnomancy, divination through the flame of a lamp,
is for example frequent in the papyri, and could be understood
as a D.I.Y. version of empyromancy, divination through
studying the sacrificial fire, an act performed in sanctuaries.
Lychnomancy kept the fiery element, but could be done at
home, thus fitting the magicians’ small-scale purposes.
The chapter ends with examples of where manteis and
magicians used different techniques and where their goals
diverged. The dream as mantic vehicle was of interest both
to the magician and to the diviner. But for the magician,
dreams not only provided information; the papyri also give
instructions on how to send dreams and thus manipulate the
dreamer. Other divinatory methods that seem to belong to
the magicians’ spectrum only, e.g., hand-mills, skulls or
even entire corpses, bring the author back to necromancy.
According to Johnston’s study, only eight out of 600 spells
in the magical corpus involves approaching the dead for divinatory assistance. Johnston argues that this is not due to
lost evidence, or that such dangerous practices were never
put on papyrus, but rather, that the dead were never considered as good informants. Most of the ghosts met in literature
seem unaware of what is going on outside their underworld:
therefore, there was no point in conjuring up the dead to gain
knowledge.
The closing section readdresses the question of why divination and magic so often were treated as connected. Johnston refutes Martin Nilsson’s explanation of magic as a debased form of divination (Geschichte der griechischen Religion, München 1941 & 1955) and W.R. Halliday’s idea of
divination as a weakened form of magic (Greek divination:
A study of its methods and principles, London 1913). Instead
she suggests similarities in the mantis’ and magician’s goals
and professional situation. Both claimed superior knowledge,
attained through communication with worlds beyond, and
both were, in contrast to most other polis religious practitioners, professionals who gained their living through their art.
Both offered readily available services, and were prepared to
expand their repertoire from divination to initiation to writing
curses, if the clientele so demanded.
The book is written for a broad audience of scholars and
the generally interested alike. There are no footnotes: instead,
Johnston gives some references in the text and a detailed bibliography with subdivisions for each chapter. This works
rather well. A collected bibliography at the end would have
been helpful, but a reader with further questions will easily
find information, and the text flows smoothly. The latter is
also due to the clear I of the account. The author allows herself
personal comments and questions, which makes her text all
the more readable.
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I particularly appreciated Johnston’s continuous stress on
the importance of the enquirers’ experience. She establishes
that deity and mortal met through divination, and chooses to
present the included oracles through the kind of divine encounter an oracle offered: this is a successful take on the matter. The book takes divination seriously but does not treat it
as a dead object in need of dissection. Johnston sometimes
suggests practical explanations to puzzling features, but without over-rationalizing. Greek religion (and thus divination)
was neither all belief, nor all practicality.
My only objection to Johnston’s study is that I felt somewhat cheated by the end chapter. Its focus on magic rather
than divination makes it more suitable as a case study in an
appendix than as part of the main text. A brief general discussion leading to conclusions and pointing to further questions would have been preferable. Despite this, through careful use of sources and honesty in how she uses them (the fundamental problem of combining evidence from various periods is for example discussed, necessarily so since the author
presupposes a basic continuity of divinatory practice through
the centuries), Johnston has written a highly informative and
enjoyable book.
Jenny Wallensten
Swedish Institute at Athens
Mitseon 9
GR-117 42 Athens
E-mail: jenny.wallensten@sia.gr

P. von Rummel, Habitus barbarus: Kleidung und Repräsentation spätantiker Eliten im 4. und 5. Jahrhundert. Berlin: de
Gruyter 2007. xi + 481 pp. ISBN: 978-3-11-019150-9.
Rummel’s book, which is based upon a doctoral thesis at the
University of Freiburg presented in 2005, treats how dress
was an important way to express individual and collective
identity in Late Antiquity. Despite extensive previous research within the area, this is the first interdisciplinary study
of all available source material: texts, images and archaeological finds. Based on these sources R. argues for a new interpretation of so-called “barbarian” dress, which, according
to the author, is an expression of status rather than ethnicity.
R. concentrates on the importance of dress as a social
marker, which is made clear already in the introductory part
of the book (pp. 1–96). The author begins by locating his
work within the framework of modern sociological scholarship. Here Pierre Bourdieu occupies a key position, which is
also mirrored in the title of the book. The introduction contains a thorough survey of earlier research from 1884 to 2005,
which places R.’s study in its context. Common to much of
earlier scholarship has been the focus placed on the opposition between the Roman and Germanic peoples, stressing ethnic affiliation. R. warns of the danger of equating ethnic iden-
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tity with archaeological find categories: instead, different
sources should balance each other (p. 63). Already at this
point is established that “ethnicity is not a primary archaeological category” (p. 12).
The core of the book, comprising a study of the source material, follows in the three following chapters. The first of
these chapters treats the written sources (pp. 97–196). R. argues that these, which stem mainly from the Roman senatorial aristocracy, puts a positive, traditional Roman self-image against a negative, ideologically motivated depiction of
the “barbarians”, who are identified by their dress, among
other things. But R. wishes to establish that this “barbarian”
look, with neck rings, trousers and long hair, was an integrated part of Roman military dress code, creating an opposition towards Roman civilian clothing rather than Roman
dress in general.
Depictions are the object of interest in the following chapter (pp. 197–268). R. argues that identifications of “barbarians” in the study of Roman art are based in the final analysis
on textual sources, which already have been dismissed in the
preceding chapter. R. believes that scholars have allowed
themselves to be guided too much by written material, without questioning the circumstances in which they were written.
One of the most important and debated examples is the socalled Stilicho Diptych, where the depicted soldier in R.’s interpretation is dressed in official Roman military attire
(chlamys) in contrast to the civilian dress of office (toga). No
ethnic features are visible to the author.
The same kind of argumentation permeates the third analytical chapter, which treats the archaeological sources (pp.
269–375). In archaeology one has often assumed that the
types of clothing ascribed to “barbarians” in written sources,
and which then crop up in excavations, can readily be identified as non-Roman burials. R. discusses for example the
tombs in Tunisia which have traditionally been identified as
Vandal burials. The artefacts found in these graves are distinguishable from other local styles, but not from “Roman”
burials in Spain and France. Since these kinds of graves have
richer finds, R. chooses to interpret this as a question of status
rather than ethnicity. The dress ornaments found in the tomb
of the Frankish King Childeric may be viewed similarly, according to the author: as signs of military, Roman status, not
as ethnic, Germanic dress code.
For R. to have written this dissertation at the University of
Freiburg is no coincidence. The Department of Early Medieval Archaeology there has in later years become the foremost advocate in Germany for a more flexible interpretation
of ethnicity during the age of migrations, arising in opposition
to the cultural-historical movement, primarily represented at
the University of Munich by such greats as Joachim Werner
and Volker Bierbrauer.
The Freiburg movement started in the mid-1980s when
Heiko Steuer became professor,1 and has now spawned a
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younger generation of scholars, among whom Sebastian
Brather is probably the best known.2 Of course, Steuer has
also supervised R.’s dissertation. Together with Brather’s
book on ethnic identity, Habitus barbarus forms a milestone
in German research on the age of migrations, showing strong
influences from Austrian and Anglo-Saxon perspectives, and
a new theoretical awareness in tackling a controversial subject.3
Habitus barbarus is very well-documented and R. argues
convincingly for his views. Because of its much-needed,
multidisciplinary perspective, the book will become a standard reference within its subject. The only drawback is its
heavy-handed, and at times repetitive, structure, taken directly from the dissertation format. It would have been better to
rework the study in order to improve the readability. For
shorter versions of R.’s arguments one may also consult several recent and well-argued articles of his.4
Simon Malmberg
Swedish Institute in Rome
Via Omero 14
IT-00197 Rome
E-mail: malmberg@isvroma.org
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H. Steuer, Frühgeschichtliche Sozialstrukturen in Mitteleuropa:
eine Analyse der Auswertungsmethoden des archäologischen
Quellenmaterials (Abhandlungen der Akademie der Wissenschaften in Göttingen. Philologisch-historische Klasse, 128), Göttingen
1982.
2 S. Brather, Ethnische Interpretationen in der frühgeschichtlichen
Archäologie: Geschichte, Grundlagen und Alternativen (Ergänzungsbände zum Reallexikon der germanischen Altertumskunde,
42), Berlin 2004.
3 E.g., F. Curta, ‘Some remarks on ethnicity in medieval archaeology’, Early Medieval Europe 15, 2007, 159–185.
4 E.g., P. von Rummel, ‘Where have all the Vandals gone? Migration, Ansiedlung und Identität der Vandalen im Spiegel archäologischer Quellen aus Nordafrika’, in Das Reich der Vandalen und
seine (Vor)Geschichten (Denkschriften, Österreichische Akademie
der Wissenschaften. Philosophisch-historische Klasse, 366), eds. G.
Berndt & R. Steinacher, Vienna 2008, 151–182; idem, ‘Ambrosius,
Julianus Valens und die „Gotische Kleidung“. Eine Schlüsselstelle
historisch-archäologische Interpretation’, in Zwischen Spätantike
und Frühmittelalter: Archäologie des 4. bis 7. Jahrhunderts im
Westen (Ergänzungsbände zum Reallexikon der germanischen
Altertumskunde, 57), ed. S. Brather, Berlin 2008, 45–64. See also
S. Brather, ‘Kleidung Grab und Identität in Spätantike und Frühmittelalter’, in Das Reich der Vandalen und seine (Vor)Geschichten
(Denkschriften, Österreichische Akademie der Wissenschaften.
Philosophisch-historische Klasse, 366), eds. G. Berndt & R. Steinacher, Vienna 2008, 283–294.
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O. Henry, Tombes de Carie. Architecture funéraire et culture
carienne, VIe–IIe siècle av. J.-C. Rennes: Presses Universitaires de Rennes, 2009. 289 pp., 163 figs., 16 pls. ISBN 9782-7535-0758-6.
History’s “first archaeological observation” is usually attributed to Thucydides, when he noticed that the tombs removed
from the island of Delos were Carian because of their funeral
gifts: Carian weaponry. Furthermore, the Carians are known
from their many tombs in Egypt: not less than 170 Carian funerary inscriptions have been found there, many more than
those from Caria itself (about 30).1 The Carians’ interest in
their tombs may be best illustrated by the tomb that has given
the name to all monumental tombs, the Maussolleion at Halikarnassos, built by the Carian satrap Maussollos. But how
typical was this tomb in the landscape of Caria? How did the
Carian tombs look more generally in the rugged homeland of
the Carians?
These questions have been answered by Olivier Henry in
a very comprehensive way through his doctoral work under
the supervision of Pierre Debord of the University of Bordeaux. Henry’s dissertation from 2005 has now been enlarged
and printed in a costly volume by the Press of the University
of Rennes, which is known for many excellent archaeological
publications. Since his doctoral dissertation, Henry has continued and sharpened his Carian knowledge and is now working on the publication of the necropoleis surrounding the Carian Sanctuary of Zeus Labraundos.2 Here 80 Carian tombs
have been registered, and of these 40 have been excavated by
Henry himself. These new excavations are partly included in
his new book.
The book is divided into two parts, starting with the typology and chronology of the tombs and then discussing specific
details, such as the origin, the forms and the techniques of execution of the tombs themselves. Finally, there is an annex
with a complete catalogue of 214 tombs from 86 sites with
photos and drawings. Fifty-three of these tombs are published
here for the first time. The section on Labraunda contains
eleven tombs.
The first part of the book starts with a structural analysis
of the tombs in Caria from the sixth to the second centuries
BC and includes a general survey of previous studies. Then
follows a discussion of typological criteria which leads into
a presentation of the study’s six different tomb types: (1) the
sarcophagus tomb, both rock-cut and free-standing; (2) the
rock-cut chamber tomb without a façade; (3) the rock-cut
chamber tomb with a rock-cut façade; (4) the tumulus tomb;

1 See the comprehensive new study by I.J. Adiego, The Carian language (= Handbook of Oriental Studies 86), Leiden 2007, 17.
2 See article in this volume, and in L. Karlsson, ‘Labraunda 2004–
2007. A preliminary report on the Swedish excavations, with contributions by Olivier Henry and Jesper Blid’, IstMitt 58, 2008, 116–
121.
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(5) the subterranean-built chamber tomb; and (6) the freestanding built chamber tomb.
The second part of the book focuses on those tomb characteristics that can be recognised as specifically Carian.
These include the monumental rock-cut sarcophagus, the
rock-cut “temple” tomb and the chamber tomb with horizontal roof beams. Only 13 tombs of the sixth and fifth centuries
are known in Caria, and several of these are tumulus tombs,
possibly indicating Lydian influence. However, Carian tomb
architecture explodes in the fourth century. Apart from the
monumental chamber tomb of Maussollos at Halikarnassos
and related examples at Labraunda (the Built Tomb) and Mylasa (the Berber Ini tomb with a rock-cut façade), the most
common types are the rock-cut sarcophagus tomb, the rockcut “temple” tombs and the subterranean tombs with horizontal roof beams.
The rock-cut sarcophagus consists of a rectangular cavity
with an intermediate ledge, often cut at the top of a high outcropping or a huge stone bolder. Distinctive features are the
square bosses placed on the short and long sides of the gableshaped lid. This type is very common in Labraunda, Herakleia and Alinda, all located in the Carian heartland of the Latmos mountains.
The rock-cut “temple” tombs with their imposing size and
rich architectural decoration are probably the most wellknown of the tombs in Caria. They are carved into the vertical
rock face and generally present an Ionic distyle in antis
façade. Henry argues that their closest parallels are to be
found in Persia and that it is likely that the Carian aristocracy
sought to reproduce royal Persian funerary architecture,
though with a Greek-inspired architectural order for the
façade. These tombs are concentrated in the Kaunos and Idyma areas, though examples are also found in Keramos and in
Mylasa.
The subterranean chamber tombs with horizontal roof
beams are relatively few in number, probably because they
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were very costly. They are often built entirely of marble and
can be found at 18 sites, with a concentration around Beçin,
Mylasa and Labraunda. Henry suggests that it was the type
favoured by the élite of the society.
The tomb models of the fourth century continued in the
third and second centuries BC. A new introduction was the
Macedonian tomb type with “temple” façades covered by a
tumulus, and many small copies of the Maussolleion in Halikarnassos were built. In this period the old rock-cut sarcophagus tombs were reused extensively for new burials, as is evidenced from Labraunda.
In conclusion then, Olivier Henry presents a Caria that up
to the fourth century is a mosaic of local principalities under
different foreign influences. The point of rupture, at the beginning of the fourth century, corresponds to the Hekatomnid
period, when Caria for the first time was recognized as a proper political and economic entity in the Persian Empire. At this
time, the funerary architecture of the élite was established.
The built tombs dominate the valleys and gentle landscape in
the north, while the rock-cut “temple” tombs fill the narrow
valleys and steep slopes of the south.
Henry is an excellent draughtsman and has produced easily
read maps and drawings with plans and sections of the tombs
discussed. I believe that there are very few people who have
visited so many Carian sites as Olivier Henry has done. These
travels and his continuous and careful archaeological observations have created a book that is a very comprehensive
study of the tombs in the ancient landscape of Caria. The book
can be used as a model for similar studies of ancient funerary
architecture and will definitely serve as a handbook for Carian tomb architecture for a long time.
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